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Reviewer’s Comments: 

As an animal law novice, this book taught me a lot about the wide variety, and global
nature of, legal issues involving animals. I now know much more about topics like
bullfighting and horse soring. Crucially, as this is a legal research text, I also know much
more about important resources, laws, and strategies for conducting animal law
research.

This book wisely leans into animal law’s variety by splitting each chapter up by its own
“singular, important, and well-defined legal topic.” This makes for a practical learning
experience, as each chapter is specific about which laws (statutes, regulations, and
cases) affect the topic at hand, and how you should go about researching those laws.
Each chapter covers relevant secondary sources and all types of primary law, including
treaties and other international agreements.

The book can be doled out by specific chapters, as they all operate independently from
one another. The chapters are grouped into three main sections: (1) International law
research on animal law; (2) US legal research on animal law; and (3) foreign law
research on animal law.

If a librarian, faculty member, or student were writing on any of the specific chapter
topics, they would be an invaluable resource at the start of the research process. Topics
covered include: protection of animals in armed conflict, agricultural animals in the EU
and US, companion animals, marine mammal protection, animals in entertainment law,
horse soring, bullfighting, trophy hunting, and whaling.

There are also three chapters that cover animal law in specific foreign jurisdictions
(Australia & New Zealand, China, and South Korea). These three chapters provide a
helpful introduction to each country’s legal system and what research resources to use.
They serve as a great practical example of researching the foreign law, regardless of
topic.



Finally, this book could provide some great launch points for classroom assignments.
After reading it, I already have some ideas on in-class assignments that cover horse
soring, due to the effectiveness of the chapters and narrowness of the topic. Anybody
interested in animal law, international law, or foreign law should read this book.
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